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Krumhansland Shepard'sprobe-tone method, in which listeners rate the
musical relatedness of probe tones to preceding musical contexts, was
adapted for a cross-cultural comparison of the perception of Western and
Balinese melodies by both Western and Balinese listeners. Half of the
Balinese listeners were remote villagers with no previous exposure to the
diatonic scales or music of the West, and the Western listeners were
unfamiliar with the pelog and slendro scales and the music of Bali. The
Balinese and Westernlisteners used similar response strategies, but tended
to demonstrate an internalization of tonal schemata most often in response to music of their own culture.

variety of perceptual phenomena, including perceptual filling-in of
impoverished stimuli, perceptual interpretation of ambiguous stimuli,
apparent motion, categorical perception, and perceptual priming through
mental imagery, reveal that perceptual experience is determined by internal
schemata as well as by external inputs (e.g., Bartlett, 1932; Neisser, 1976;
Piaget, 1952; Shepard, 1984; Woodworth, 1938). The perception of music
is no exception.
Psychoacoustic approaches, beginning with Helmholtz (1885/1954), did
make great progress in identifying physical features of tones (such as frequency ratios and the beating of noncoincident harmonics) that account for
Requests for reprintsmay be sent to EdwardJ. Kessler,Department of Psychology, Jordan
Hall, Building 420, Stanford University,Stanford, California 94305.
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much about how tones are perceived and, hence, about why musical scales,
melodies, and chords have the structures that they do. However, data collected by cognitive psychologists have recently been confirming expectations deriving from music theory that the perception of a particular tone, a
particular melodic or harmonic interval, or a particular chord also depends
on the musical context in which it is imbedded. Togetherwith Carol Krumhansl, we and our associates have been finding that for Western listeners, a
context based on the Western diatonic scale {do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, ti, do)
establishes a tonal schema for the corresponding musical key with a resulting conferral of unique tonal functions (called tonic, dominant, mediant,
subdominant, leading tone, etc.- e.g., see Piston, 1941; Ratner, 1962) on
the tones of that scale (Krumhansl, 1979; Krumhansl & Kessler, 1982;
Krumhansl& Shepard, 1979; Shepard & Jordan, 1984).
The Probe-Tone Method
This line of work began with the introduction of a probe-tone method
(Krumhansl & Shepard, 1979), in which a particular musical context is
followed on each trial by a different probe tone from a set of alternative
tones, usually consisting of the 13 chromatic tones inclusively spanning a
certain test octave. The context can consist of a particular ascending or
descending musical scale (as in the original study of Krumhansl&CShepard,
1979) or it can consist of a melody, a chord, a progression of chords, or
indeed any musical excerpt (as in several of the subsequent studies- see,
especially, Krumhansl &cKessler, 1982). On each such trial, listeners rate
(typically on a seven-point scale) how well the single probe tone "fits in"
with the immediately preceding musical context. After a given context has
been probed with all the alternative tones within the test octave, the average
fittingness ratings, when plotted against the tones of that octave, form a
profile that tends to peak up at the tonic and, to decreasing extents at the
dominant, the mediant, and other tones that belong to the musical key of
the context. Such a profile thus yields a quantitative hierarchy of the tonal
functions induced by that context.
Rating profiles that are more sharply defined and more fully in accord
with the expectations of music theory tend to arise when the listeners have a
greaterinterest or background in music and when a musically richercontext
is provided (Kessler, 1983; Krumhansl &c Kessler, 1982; Krumhansl &
Shepard, 1979; Shepard, 1982a,b). When relatively nonmusical listeners
are presented with no more than a simple context (such as a scale) consisting
of musically impoverished, sinusoidal tones, the hierarchy of tonal functions may largely fail to emerge, with ratings simply decreasing with the
distance in pitch from the probe tone to the tonic tone of the context (see
Figure la; and Shepard, 1982a,b). The hierarchy of tonal functions ex-
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Fig. 1. Results from previous experiments that used the profile method to demonstrate the
hierarchy of tonal functions in diatonic music, (a) The profile of ratings to probe tones
following an ascending C major scale from a group of non-musical listeners, (b) The profile
from a group of musically trained listeners, (c) The profile from musical listeners following
chordal sequences that instantiated the key of C major. The darkened points correspond to
the tones of the C major scale. (Adapted from Krumhansl ÔCShepard, 1979 and Krumhansl
&Kessler,1982).
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pected from music theory consistently arises, however, when the listeners
have some musical background (see Figure lb), and, in a particularly pure
form, when the context is musically rich, consisting for example of a chordal
cadence, which strongly instantiates a single musical key (Figure lc; Krumhansl& Kessler, 1982).
The Need for Cross-CulturalExtensions
The rating profiles displayed in Figure 1 are for Western listeners only;
that is, for listeners accustomed to tonal music, whether popular or classical,
based on the seven-tone major and minor diatonic scales that have prevailed
in Western culture for hundreds of years. The musics of many other cultures
are based on scales that divide each octave into different numbers of intervals departing from the pattern of whole- and half-tone steps of the diatonic
scales. Moreover, whereas rules of harmony place strong constraints on the
construction of chords and chord sequences in a particular key, such rules
are largely absent in the music of those cultures that emphasize melodic or
rhythmic structure over harmonic structure and that may not even use
chords as such.
Questions therefore arise concerning the generality of the findings that
we and our associates have obtained by using the probe-tone method only
with Western listeners and only with diatonic contexts. If we were to try a
similar probe-tone technique with listeners from a very different culture,
following contexts taken from music based on their own very different
musical scales, would we still find evidence for anything like hierarchies of
tonal functions within their nondiatonic system? If not, might we nevertheless find that when presented with Western contexts, such listeners would
be sensitive to the implied tonal hierarchy, suggesting that the potential for
representing such hierarchies may be a cognitive universal of humankind?
Finally, would Western listeners, when presented with non-Western contexts, give ratings similar to those of non-Western listeners? Or would they
give quite different ratings, suggesting that they impose their own culturespecific tonal schema on music that is basically of a different kind?
In order to answer such questions, we and our associates have recently
been trying the probe-tone method with listeners and musical contexts from
India (Castellano, Bharucha, & Krumhansl, 1984) and from Bali (Hansen,
Kessler, &cShepard, 1983). In what follows, we present the first written
report of our study with Balinese listeners. In this study we tested listeners
both in Bali and in the United States with identical contexts of both Balinese
and Western music.
The Choice of Balinese Music and Listeners
There were several reasons why Bali offered a particularly attractive site
for a cross-cultural application of the probe-tone technique. Balinese music,
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although making extensive use of pitch, does so in ways that seem very
different from Western music. In particular, Balinese music is based on fivetone modes of the slendro and pelog scales, which are both quite different
from the seven-tone major and minor scales of the Westerndiatonic system.
Also, Balinese music seems not to use anything analogous to the chords or
harmonic rules that are so pervasive in Western music. Nevertheless, Balinese music has a long indigenous tradition and structure of its own, and
plays an important role in the life of every Balinese villager. With the advent
of battery powered radios and cassette-tape players, Western music is rapidly permeating virtually every society around the globe; however, we were
able to find a remote Balinese village in which the villagers evidently had no
previous exposure to Westerners or their diatonic music. We were able to
gain the full understanding and cooperation of these Balinese listeners
through an interpreter, Putra (Mervyn Dennehy, the husband of C. H.),
who (like C. H.) speaks Indonesian but, more importantly for collecting
data from the remote villagers, is fluent in all three levels of Balinese.
'Balinese music is played by a group of musicians on an ensemble of
instruments called a gamelan. Although a gamelan usually includes a drum
and, sometimes, wind or stringed instruments, the predominant instruments consist of resonant metal bars and gongs that are permanently tuned
to the particular pelog or slendro scale adopted for that gamelan, and that
are struck with wooden or metal hammers. In addition to a single large
gong, which plays a central role in defining the temporal structure of gamelan music, these instruments are primarily of two types: the gender, a
metallophone consisting of a graduated series of tuned metal bars, and the
trompong, consisting of graduated series of tuned pot-like gongs (Lindsay,
1979; Malm, 1977; McPhee, 1966).
When struck in different ways, these variously shaped metal resonators
produce complex, transient overtones that do not conform to the simple
harmonic series of frequencies (/",2/",3/*,4/", . . .) characteristic of Western
stringed and wind instruments (Benade, 1964; Chowning, 1973). Moreover, different instruments of the Balinese gamelan (unlike the instruments
of a Western ensemble) are intentionally given slightly different tunings
(Malm, 1977, p. 48). The auditory beats that consequently arise between
tones and between their inharmonic overtones, as well as the nondiatonic
structure of the underlying scale, gives gamelan music a peculiarly jangly
quality quite foreign to Western ears. In overall structure, too, gamelan
music is very different. Chords and harmonic progressions evidently play
no role in structuring gamelan music. Instead, and in agreement with the
Balinese conceptualization of the world, the music is organized into repeating cycles and epicycles that all come together, in unison, at the periodic
sounding of the large gong. Between these gong beats, the different instruments go through their separate patterns in pitch without regard to Western
rules of harmonization between parts.
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In Balinese music, melodies are constructed of cyclically repeating, hierarchically stressed units (Deutsch &cFeroe, 1981; Lerdahl &cJackendoff,
1977, 1983; McPhee, 1966). The fundamental structural unit, the palet,
consists of 16 tones or beats. These beats are rhythmically emphasized to
various degrees through the use of gong and drum beats. Typically,the first
beat is given the most emphasis, the ninth (middle) beat is also strongly
emphasized, the fifth and thirteenth beats are less emphasized, and the
remaining beats are rhythmically unstressed (McPhee, 1966, pp. 87-88).
The Balinese melodies that we use in this study all conform to this structure
and contain 16 beats of equal duration, however the external stresses were
not provided explicitly.
Method
Listeners
Western listeners. For comparison with the Balinese listeners (and for
comparison with the previous studies that we and our associates have carried out with Western listeners), we chose, as representative of Western
listeners, 21 members of the Stanford University community. The Western
listeners either volunteered or participated to receive credit toward a requirement of an introductory psychology course. All of these listeners had
considerable training (mean = 6.3 years) on Western instruments, while
only one had had exposure to Balinese music. (One Westernlistener spent 6
months in Bali. Her results, however, turned out to be no more similar to
those of the Balinese listeners than were the results of the other Western
listeners.) All of the Western listeners reported having normal hearing and
none claimed to possess absolute pitch.
Kokar listeners (students at a Balinese music conservatory). Kokar (more
properly Sekolah Menengah Kerawitan) is the secondary school in Den
Pasar specializing in the traditional music, dance, and shadow puppetry of
Bali. Young people come there from all over the island of Bali, but predominantly from the villages. Although the Kokar students generally prefer
gamelan, they are also exposed to Westerndiatonic music. As representative
of Balinese who are seriously studying and performing traditional Balinese
music but who also have had some exposure to Westernmusic, we tested 25
students (class 2 and 3) and one teacher at the Kokar music conservatory.
Kekerlisteners (remote Balinese villagers). Finally,and most importantly,
we tested 27 residents of a remote Balinese village that possessed a gamelan
(ensuring that Balinese music was an important part of the villagers' daily
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lives) but, as far as we could determine, had remained entirely unexposed to
Western, diatonic music.
In order to find a village with these rare properties, one of us (C. H.) and
an interpreter(her husband Putra), after having collected the data at Kokar,
set out on motorbike toward the remote northeast part of the island of Bali.
At each stop, local villagers were asked "What is the most isolated village in
this area? Does it have a gamelan?" Then, when the indicated village was
reached, the same question was repeated and the quest resumed. After
various mishaps- flat tires, narrowly missed collisions, mechanical breakdowns, strained knees, motorbike spills, skin gouges, thorn punctures, infections, dysentery and fever- this search finally ended at a tiny thatchroofed village (which we refer to as "Keker"), reachable only by footpath,
on the slopes of the volcano Gunung Agung (whose 1963 eruption had
destroyed and forced abandonment of the village for 3 years).
The village had never before been visited by Westerners. Indeed, the
inhabitants considered the two visitors to be "Javanese," because their
conception of the world was dichotomous - it consisted of Bali and, outside
of that, only Java. They knew nothing of the Western world or its music.
When a cassette tape was played, they recognized neither the sound of the
piano nor the Indonesian national anthem played on it. The Indonesian
anthem, which is Westernized and diatonic in structure, was as unfamiliar
to them as was the official Indonesian language. Although there are two
radios in Keker, the people listen almost exclusively to traditional Balinese
music- gong, drama, wayang, and the like- and they do not like other
kinds of music because they "don't understand" them. At first, the villagers
were wary of their supposed "Javanese"visitors, fearing that they might be
forced to abandon their homes once again. Soon, however, the combination
of Putra's fluency in their Balinese dialect, the medical treatment of eyes,
ears, and injuries that the two visitors were able to provide, and the novelty
of the cassette tape player and the sounds it produced won the villagers over
to friendly acceptance and complete cooperation. (Figure2 shows the Keker
village and some of the villagers participating in our experiment.)
Musical Contexts
Listeners in each of the three groups (Western, Kokar, and Keker) were
tested with melodies based on different modes of each of the three relevant
types of scales: the diatonic scales (of Western music) and the pelog and the
slendro scales (of Balinese music). The particular modes we selected are
indicated in Figure 3.
Diatonic scales. For the two diatonic modes, we chose the keys of C major
and C minor, each of which selects a subset of 7 of the 12 chromatic tones
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Fig. 2. Photographs of the remote Balinese village of Keker and some of the villagers
participating in the study.
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Fig. 3. The musical contexts were generated from the diatonic major and minor keys, three
"modes" of the seven-tone pelog scale, and two "modes" of the five-tone slendro scale.

within an octave, as indicatedby the solid black dots along the two lines
acrossthe top of the figure.Dots that areadjacentregardlessof theirblack
or white color areequallyspacedin log frequency;in the top line, the black
dots correspondto the white keys on the piano keyboard,while the white
dots correspondto the black keys and thus to sharpsor flats relativeto C
major.
Pelog scales. As shown in Figure3, pelog scales, like diatonic scales,
consist of seven unequally spaced tones from each octave. However,
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whereas in the diatonic scale the large (L) and small (S) intervals between
the successive tones of the scale have the pattern LLSLLLS,the seven-tone
pelog scale exhibits the complementary pattern SSLSSSL(where, here, we
are including all dots, black and white). Moreover, each mode, from which
a particular melody is constructed, selects a different subset of only five of
these seven already unequally spaced tones, specifically the five indicated, in
each case, by the solid black dots only. (The resulting patterns resemble
circularpermutations of the SLSSLpattern of the pentatonic scale, which is
common in some Western folk music. However, the quantitative sizes of the
intervals in the pelog modes differ from those of the Western pentatonic
modes.) The pelog modes differ not only in which five of the seven tones are
included in each mode, but also in which of those five included tones takes
on the role of the gong tone. The major melodic sections within a piece end
on the gong tone, accompanied by the sound of the gong. Like the tonic tone
of a diatonic scale, the gong tone is supposed to be the most important tone
in the mode (for a further discussion, see Jones, 1964, p. 81 and pp. 102103; and McPhee, 1966, pp. 36-40). For ease of reference, the tones of the
pelog scale are labeled by their position from lowest (1) to highest (7) in
pitch.
Slendro scales. Because instruments with slendro tuning have only five
tones per octave and because all five tones are usually played, the slendro
modes do not differ with respect to which subset of tones is included in a
melody. Slendro modes still differ, however, with respect to which of the five
tones is treated as the gong tone- as indicated by the placement of the small
black triangle above the gong tone for each mode in Figure 3 (McPhee,
1966, p. 52). Although the spacing between successive tones in each slendro
mode again conforms qualitatively with a circularpermutation of the SLSSL
spacing of the pentatonic scale (Hood, 1954), the slendro spacing is quantitatively much more nearly equal than in Western pentatonic scales (Jones,
1964, p. 114; Kunst, 1973). This fact will be of theoretical significance in
connection with the interpretation of our results. The tones of the slendro
scale are also labeled from lowest (1) to highest (5).
The melodic contexts constructed from these scales. The particular contexts used in the experiment are presented in Table 1. All of the contexts
contained 16 tones of equal duration. The first tone was A for the major
context, Al>for the minor context, and the gong tone of the intended mode
for the Balinese contexts. The context melodies were constrained to contain
tones only from a single octave, and at least one of each scale tone was
present. Probe tones were selected from the same octave, except for the
major context, where the tone C was a probe tone while C was used in the
context. The diatonic melodies were composed by a graduate student from
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TABLE 1

Melodic Contexts
Sequence of Context Tones

Major
Minor
Pelogl
Pelog2
Pelog3
Slendrol
Slendro2

AC'BAGEGADFABC'BAG
At G F Eb D Et F
4124565424565245
6765635675765235
3532312356532312
2454534541234543
1234354324323212

At

Bt

At

G

C

Et

F

Et

D

the Berkeley music department and the Balinese melodies were composed
by teachers at the Kokar music conservatory in Bali. The major and minor
diatonic contexts were played on a piano, the pelog contexts were played on
a gangsa from the Kokar music conservatory, and the slendro contexts were
performed on a gender wayang from Kokar. Although we intended for the
major context to instantiate the key of C major, several of our listeners
found this context to suggest both the key of C major and the related key of
A minor. This ambiguity might have arisen in part because the tone A
occurred more often than the tone C in the major context.
Experimental Design
Figure 4 summarizes the overall design of our cross-cultural experiment.
The minor, pelog 2, and slendro 2 contexts were not used in the remote
village of Kekeruntil a follow-up experiment, to be discussed later, was run.
Procedure
The experimental trials were preceded by three brief musical excerpts- Pelog (Semar
Pegulingan), slendro (WayangKulit), and diatonic (Indonesia's national anthem, "Indonesia
Raya"). At the village location (Keker), the excerpts were used for familiarization with the
equipment and to gauge the breadth of musical knowledge. The musical contexts and
following probe tones, recorded on magnetic tape, were played to the Kekervillage listeners
individually, through the earphones of a Sony Walkman portable cassette player which was
helpful in reducing distractions (see Figure 2). The Kokar conservatory listeners were tested
either individually with the Sony Walkman, or in groups of 2 or 4 with a Sony portable
cassette player. Copies of the same recorded cassette tapes were also used to test the Western
listeners, in our laboratory at Stanford.
The probe-tone method originally described by Krumhansland Shepard (1979) had to be
simplified for use with the nonliterate Balinese villagers. Instead of requiring a numerical
rating between "1" and "7" inclusive, we instructed the illiterate villagers from the remote
village of Kekersimply to hold up one of their fingersor to point to one of the experimenter's
fingers (see Table 2) to indicate how well each probe tone "fit in" with the preceding context
(the concept of "fit" was described to the Balinese as: anut, cocok, mangandung, or matim-
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Fig. 4. Summary of the overall design of the experiment. All seven of the contexts were used
with the Western and Balinese music conservatory listeners. In a follow-up investigation,
data were obtained from the three contexts not used in the remote village for the main study.
pal). Correspondingly, we replaced the original seven-point rating scale with a five-point
rating scale for the Westernlisteners in this study.
The melodies were blocked by context type, with three randomly selected practice trials
beginning each block of trials. The probe tones following each context were presented in
random order, twice in each block of trials, and were played on the same instrument as the
context melodies. The melodies were repeated for each probe tone. The probe tones were the
complete set of tones in one octave of the tuning system of the context; namely, the 12 tones
of the chromatic scale for the diatonic contexts, 7 tones for the pelog contexts, and 5 tones
for the slendro contexts. Two random orders of probe presentations were used for each
context. A practice block of trials with a pelog context different from those in the experimental trials (labeled pelog 3 for the analyses) was presented to all subjects at the beginning of
the experiment. In order to retain the interest and cooperation of the villagers, we had to
confine our testing there to the first three experimental blocks (major, pelog 1, and slendro
1). The experimental session took about 25 minutes for each of the Keker listeners, and
about 50 minutes for the Kokar and Westernlisteners.
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TABLE 2

Rating Scale used by Balinese Listeners
Value

Finger

BalineseDescription

EnglishTranslation

5
4
3
2
1

Thumb
Index
Middle
Ring
Little

Becikpisan
Becik
Sedang
Kirangbecik
Kaon

Verygood
Good
Middling
Poor
Verypoor

Results and Discussion
The following analyses examine the responses of the listeners in three
different ways. First, using multidimensional scaling, we show that the
Kokar and Westernlisteners generally responded similarly,while the remote
Keker village listeners were more variable in their responses, and tended to
fall into three groups differing in response strategy. Second, we present the
average rating profiles, separately, for the Kokar, for the Western, and for
each of the three subgroups of Keker listeners. Third, we quantitatively
examine the differences in response strategies using correlation and regression techniques.
Response Strategies
There naturally are many ways in which the subjective judgments of
probe tones might be made. Several candidates for strategies that listeners
might use have been identified (Castellano et al., 1984; Krumhansl &cShepard, 1979). For example, a simple procedure would be to rate the probe
tones according to the number of times each one is sounded in the context
melody. More elaborate schemes might give greater importance to tones
that fall on stressed beats or toward the end of the context melody. Both of
these strategies largely use information present in the context.
Based on past experience with the underlying musical scale, listeners
might be able to abstract that scale out of the presented context melody.
Listeners could then give high ratings to probe tones that are contained in
the scale and low ratings to nonscale tones regardlessof their frequencies of
occurrence in the particular context melody. A more elaborate, but related
strategy would be to base the ratings on the tonal functions each tone
characteristicallyplays in the scale of the context melody. The relationships
between the musical tones are often made explicit in music theory in terms
of a tonal hierarchy. One tone is considered most important and stable in
the key of the context and acts like a reference point (Rosch, 1975) for the
other tones in the scale. This hierarchy also prescribesthe various degrees of
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importance for each of the other tones in the scale. Yet another possible
strategy is to give ratings based simply on the pitch of the probe tones
themselves. Listeners using this pitch- height strategy might give high ratings to probes of low pitch and low ratings to tones of high pitch, with
ratings varying monotonically between.
Individual Differences
The results of Krumhansl and Shepard (1979; see also Kessler, 1983;
Shepard, 1981) show that probe tone rating profiles can vary dramatically
with the background and musical training of listeners and that these differences tend to reflect different strategies in performing the task. To examine
the similarity in rating profiles between all of the listeners, we computed
interlistener correlations of the obtained profiles separately for each of the
contexts for which we had responses from all of the listeners (i.e., the major,
pelog 1, and slendro 1 contexts). These correlation matrices then served as
the input to nonmetric multidimensional scaling analyses (Kruskal,Young,
&cSeery, 1973; Kruskal, 1964; Shepard, 1962). Distances between points
represent the degree to which corresponding individual listeners' profiles
differ. To aid in the interpretation of the scaling results, we have superimposed several reference profiles on the scaling solutions (Kruskal et al.,
1973) using a technique similar to multidimensional unfolding. Each such
reference point on the solutions represents an ideal or model profile corresponding to a single strategy. In descending (D) and ascending (A) profiles,
the ratings linearly decrease and increase, respectively,with the pitch of the
probe tone. Reference profiles are also provided based on tonal hierarchy
(T), which is specific to the mode of the context; scale membership (M),
which differentiates scale from nonscale tones; and occurrence frequency
(O), which represents the number of times each of the tones was sounded in
the context. The Western listeners are represented by plus signs, the Kokar
conservatory listeners by octagons, and the Kekervillagers by triangles. We
have drawn a convex polygon with a minimal area (a convex hull) around
the listeners from each group.
Major Key Context. Figure 5 shows the scaling solution for the major
context. Reference profiles for the tonal hierarchy based on C major (T) and
on A minor (t) are those obtained by Krumhansl and Kessler (1982) (see
Figure lc). In addition to membership in the C major scale (M), membership
in the harmonic A minor scale (m) is also presented because the "major"
context is somewhat ambiguous and does not instantiate C major any more
strongly than the closely related key of A minor. We identify the vertical axis
as corresponding to pitch height and a perpendicular horizontal axis as
roughly representingtonal hierarchy.
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Fig. 5. Multidimensional scaling solution of the interlistenercorrelations for the profiles for
the C major context. Note the concentration of listeners around the major scale membership
reference (M) and the dispersion of the listeners from the village of Keker.

The points correspondingto the Westernlistenersare the most tightly
groupedand are concentratedaroundthe modelprofileof membershipin
the C majorscale.The Kokarlistenersarein the samegeneralregionas the
Westerners,but tend to be somewhat more widely scattered.The Keker
villagersare much more widely scattered,with only a few located in the
regionwheretheWesternandKokarlistenersfall.
Pelog1 Context.The tonal hierarchyfor the pelog contextwas modeled
by assigningthe gong tone a ratingof five,the otherfourtonesof this mode
a ratingof three,and the two nonscaletones a ratingof one. The patternof
resultsin Figure6 shows that again the Westernand Kokarlistenersare
moredenselyconcentratedaroundthe tonal anchorpoints (T,M), with the
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Fig. 6. Scaling solution of the interlistenercorrelations for the pelog 1 context.

Western listeners somewhat more spread out than the Kokar conservatory
listeners (although only two Western listeners lie far from the Kokar listeners). The Keker listeners are again widely scattered, with a preponderance falling near the model profile for descending pitch height (D).
Slendro 1 Context. As Figure 7 shows, there are large individual differences in the responses to the slendro 1 context for all three groups of
listeners. Model profiles for tonal hierarchy (T), specifying higher ratings
for the gong tone, and for the number of times each of the slendro scale
tones occurs in the context melody (O) help little in interpretingthe arrangement of listeners. The Kokar conservatory listeners, however, are somewhat
more concentrated toward what we have interpreted as the tonal anchor
(T).
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Fig. 7. Scaling solution of the interlistener correlations for the slendro 1 context. There is
very little grouping of any of the listeners in this solution.

Withoutdirectlyexaminingthe individuallisteners'profiles,a pictureof
the differencesamong the three groups and among the three contexts
emerges.Listenerswith extensivemusicaltraining(those from the Kokar
conservatoryandthe West)respondedsimilarly,with the listenersfromthe
two groupsgenerallyoverlappingin themultidimensional
scalingsolutions.
Butalso, the KokarandWesterngroupseachshowedlessvariationthanthe
other in responsesto musicof the type most familiarto their own group.
Theincreasedvariabilityin responsesto less familiarcontextscan be attributed to a lack of experiencewith the musicalscale underlyingthe context
andto an absenceof the internalizedcognitivestructuresrequiredto representandprocessthe music.
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Subgroups of Keker Village Listeners. The listeners from the remote
village, although competent performers, spent less time playing and have
had less extensive exposure to the different types of Balinese music than the
listeners from the Kokar conservatory. They also have had less experience
with and a lower ability to concentrate on mental tasks than have the other
groups of listeners. These factors, combined with the novelty of the task, the
unfamiliarity of the contexts, and the great differences in culture may have
contributed to the variation in listener responses. Unlike the responses from
the Western and Kokar conservatory listeners, the Kekervillagers exhibited
a wide variety of patterns of responding. A further analysis of the patterns
obtained from these listeners, replicated with hierarchicalclustering procedures (Johnson, 1967), shows that some of the individual differences are
systematic. Figure 8 presents the configuration already shown for the major
key context (Figure 5), but with the Keker listeners divided into three
subgroups. The first subgroup of 1 1 Keker listeners lies within the same
region on Figure 8 as the Western and Kokar listeners and appears to
respond predominantly according to the tonal hierarchy of the major key.
The second subgroup (8 listeners), at the bottom of the figure, is concentrated around the descending pitch height profile (D). The third, a more
dispersed subgroup of 8 listeners, gave responses that we could not consistently interpreton the basis of the referenceprofiles.
Keker Response Profiles. To demonstrate that these are not simply arbitrary divisions of the listeners, we present the response profiles averaged for
each of the Keker subgroups in Figure 9. The responses for the C major key
context are given in the first column. The response for the probe of the tonic,
C, is labeled with a filled-in diamond, and the remaining scale tones have an
outlined diamond above their ratings. The responses for the three subgroups
are indeed quite consistent across contexts. The first group manifests the
tonal hierarchy through the higher ratings given to the tones in the C major
scale. The tonic, C, may have been rated lower than the other scale tones
because it was presented only twice in the context melody and sounded only
in the octave above the C probe tone, and because the context was ambiguous in that both C major and A minor were instantiated. The pitch height
subgroup shows ratings consistently decreasing with increasing pitch of the
probe tones. Slight peaks at G and A indicate that for at least some of the
listeners, information in the context was being used. G and A were the last
two notes of the context melody and were among the most common. We
have not been able to find an overall interpretation for the third group's
rating profile except to note a slight preference for tones in the middle of the
range of probes, perhaps due to a bias against large melodic intervals.
The second column of Figure 9 shows the responses of the Keker
subgroups to the pelog 1 context. The interpretations are consistent with
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Fig. 8. Scaling solution for the major key context with the Keker village listeners divided
into the three subgroups: tonal hierarchy (respond similarly to the Western listeners), pitch
height, and other (nonspecified) group strategies are identified.

thosefromthe majorcontext:the tonalhierarchygroupratesthe gongtone
(4) highest,the contextscaletonesnext, andthenonscaletoneslowest,with
the one exceptionthatthe scaletone 6 is ratedthe sameas the nonscaletone
3. Thepitchheightgroupagainshowsratingsgenerallylowerfor the higher
pitched probe tones, with a slight peak at the gong tone (4). The third
group'sprofileagain seems uninterpretable.The resultsfor the slendro 1
context for the three Kekersubgroupsare in the third column. Here, the
tonal hierarchygroupgivesthe highestratingto the gong tone (2) and the
pitchheightgroup'sratingsmonotonicallydecreasewith increasingprobe
tone pitch, both consistentwith the majorand pelog 1 contexts.The third
group,whichhadpreviouslyyieldedseeminglyuninterpretable
profiles,did
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Fig.9. Responseprofilesfor the threesubgroupsof Kekerlistenersshowingthe profilesfor
the major,pelog 1, andslendro1 contexts.The threegroupsuse consistentresponsestrategies acrosscontexts,exceptthat the thirdgrouprespondsmuchlike the firstgroupfor the
slendro1 context.
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identify the gong tone of the slendro 1 context by giving it the highest rating;
this profile is very similar to that of the tonal hierarchygroup.
The three subgroups of Keker listeners, initially grouped by their probe
tone ratings for the major key context, thus show striking consistency across
all three contexts. This consistency implies that the Keker village listeners
used similar response strategies and heuristics in responding to music both
in familiar and in novel scale systems. That 11 of the Keker village listeners
seem to have picked up something of the tonal hierarchyunderlying Western
diatonic music is intriguing. It raises several questions that we cannot presently answer: Had this particular subgroup had exposure to a greater variety of music than the other Keker listeners? Were these listeners more
talented, or experienced, musicians? Are there universally available strategies whereby some listeners unexposed to Western tonal music can pick up
the underlying tonal hierarchy from even a brief exposure?
Ratings from Westernand Balinese Music Conservatory Listeners
The Western and Kokar conservatory listeners were generally homogeneous within the two groups, in contrast to the Kekervillagers who formed
subgroups with distinct and interprétable differences in responses. The
ratings we present for the Western and Kokar listeners have therefore been
averaged across all of the listeners within each group.
Major Key Context. On the left-hand side of Figure 10, we show three of
the relevant reference profiles. The top graph shows the number of times
each tone occurred in the context melody. As before, the marks appear
above the ratings for the important tones. Because of the way the major key
context was constructed, it instantiates the key of A minor almost as
strongly as C major. For comparison with the results, we therefore present
the tonal hierarchies for C major and for A minor (Krumhansl &cKessler,
1982). Here we have marked the tones that were used in the intended scale
of the context (i.e., C major). In the right-hand column of Figure 10, we
show the results for the Western listeners at the top, for the Kokar Conservatory listeners in the center, and for the first Keker subgroup (tonal hierarchy) at the bottom. The Western and Kokar listeners' profiles are quite
similar, though the Kokar listeners' profile is more compressed as a result of
greater individual differences (as seen in Figure 5). The first Keker
subgroup's responses closely resemble the profile from the Kokar music
conservatory listeners. Note that the intended tonic, C, is not given the
highest rating by any of the three groups, reflecting again the tonal ambiguity of this context.
Minor Key Context. The ratings for the C minor context are given in
Figure 11. The graph at the top left of the figure plots the number of
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Fig. 10. Results for the major key context. Presented are the number of times each of the
tones occurs in the context and the response profiles for the Western, Kokar, and Keker 1
groups, as well as the profiles obtained by Krumhansland Kessler (1982) for the C major and
A minor contexts. All three groups tend to rate the scale tones (indicated with diamonds)
higher than the nonscale tones; however, the patterns don't closely resemble either the plot
of context tone occurrences or the C major key profile.
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Fig. 11. Results for the minor key context. Scale tones are preferredto nonscale tones, and
the Western and Kokar profiles resemble both the context tone occurrences and the C minor
key profiles.

occurrencesin thecontextof eachof thetonesin one octaveof thechromatic
scale.The bottomleft graphis the tonal hierarchyfor C minorfromKrumhansl and Kessler(1982). Althoughthe tone C occurredonly once in the
context melody,it is theoreticallythe most importanttone in the context.
The ratingprofilesfromthe Westernand Kokarconservatorylistenersare
on the right-handside of Figure11. Notice that the C probe tone is given
almost the highest ratingof all of the probe tones. For both groups, the
ratingsfor the C minorscale tones tend to decreasewith increasingprobe
tone pitch. As with the majorkey context, the averagedratingprofilesfor
the two groupshavealmostthe sameshape;howeverthe Kokarprofilesare
more compressed,againprobablyas a consequenceof morevariabilityin
theirdata.
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Pelog Contexts. The results for all of the pelog contexts for both the
Western and Kokar conservatory groups are contained in Figure 12. The
ratings for the scale tones have diamonds above them, and the "gong tone,"
considered to be the most important or central tone in the mode of each
context, has a filled-in diamond above it. The pelog 1 context is the same
one presented earlier with the data from the Kekervillage listeners. Pelog 2
is in a mode that normally does not use tones 1 and 4 and whose gong tone
is tone 6. Pelog 3 is the context used for the practice trials; it does not include
tones 4 and 7, and tone 3 is the gong tone. We have included results from the
practice trials because both groups of listeners were able to give reliable
ratings, and the additional data afford useful comparisons. The top set of
graphs plot the number of times each of the seven pelog scale tones occurs
in each of the three pelog contexts. The middle and bottom row of graphs
are the profiles from the Western and Kokar listeners. For all three contexts,
the results differ very little between the two groups. The correlations between the ratings for the Western and those of the Kokar conservatory
listeners are r - .96, r = .84, and r = .87 for the pelog 1, 2, and 3 contexts. The scale tones are consistently rated higher than the nonscale tones,
although the gong tone is not consistently rated higher than the other scale
tones. The ratings of scale tones are, however, not all equal; highest ratings
tend to be given to the group of three adjacent tones that are contained in
the mode of the context and that include the gong tone. The Western and
Kokar pelog 1 profiles somewhat resemble the Keker 1 group's pelog 1
profile, but don't resemble the profiles of the other two Kekersubgroups.
Slendro Contexts. Figure 13 shows the ratings for the two slendro contexts, and a pattern of results that differs strikingly from the previous
contexts we have presented. The occurrence frequency of each of the tones
in the contexts is presented at the top. All five tones in the slendro scale are
used in both contexts; however the gong tones (marked by filled-in diamonds) are not presented especially often in the contexts. In neither context
do the Western listeners give highest ratings to the gong tone; however their
rating profiles somewhat resemble the profiles of occurrence frequency.The
Kokar conservatory listeners do give their highest rating to the gong tone in
both contexts. The Kokar listeners' slendro 1 profile is similar to the profiles
from two of the Keker subgroups presented earlier, which also have the
gong tone rated higher than the other probe tones.
Quantitative Comparisons of Strategy Use across Contexts
To answer a number of questions about the use of the basic strategies we
have identified, we performed correlation and regression analyses with the
averaged profiles from the five groups of listeners (Western,Kokar, and the
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Fig. 12. Results for the pelog 1, 2, and 3 contexts for the Western and Kokar groups. There
is a close similarity between the responses for these two groups.
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Fig. 13. Resultsfor the slendro1 and 2 contextsfor the Westernand Kokargroups.The
Kokargroup,but not the Westerngroup,consistentlyratesthe importantgong tone higher
thantheothertonesof theslendroscale.
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threefrom Keker).Occurrencefrequencyis coded as the numberof times
eachtone occurredin the contextmelody;membershipis coded (0 or 1) by
whetheror not thetone is in thescaleof thecontext(andthusdoesnot apply
to slendro);hierarchyis coded as describedpreviously[i.e., from Krumhansl &cKessler(1982) for the majorcontext, gong tone then other scale
tonesthennonscaletonesforthepelogcontext,andgongtonethenall other
tones for the slendrocontext]; and pitch heightis coded by scoresthat are
highfor the low pitchtonesandthatlinearlydecreasefor eachupwardscale
step.
Correlationswith Strategies.As a preliminarymeasureof strategyuse,
we correlatedthe averageprofilesof eachof the fivegroupswith the model
profilesdescribedabove. For the majorcontext, Figure14a exhibits two
distinctpatterns.TheWestern,Kokar,andKeker1 (tonalhierarchy)groups
all havehigh correlationswith membershipand occurrence,slightlylower
correlationswith hierarchy,and low correlationswith descendingpitch
height, whereasthe Keker2 (pitch height) and 3 (other)groups show a
strikinglydifferentpattern;the correlationswith hierarchyarehigherthan
with eithermembershipor occurrence,butarelowerthanthoseof the other
groups.Correlationswith pitch height,however,arehigherthan those for
the otherthreegroups.All fourof the strategiesyieldhighercorrelationsfor
the Keker2 groupthanthe Keker3 group,whichindicatesthatthe Keker3
groupis not makingheavyuse of any of the strategiesthat we haveidentified. Correspondingcorrelationsfor the pelog 1 context are quite similar
andarepresentedin Figure14b.Theresultsfortheslendro1 context(Figure
14c)do not includethe membershipstrategybecauseall tonesin the slendro
scaleareincludedin the slendro1 context.The resultsdifferfromthose for
theothertwo contextsin thatall of theBalinesegroupstendto givethesame
pattern,while the Westerngroup gives an opposite pattern.The Balinese
groupsyieldhighcorrelationsfor both hierarchyandpitchheight,andlow
correlationswith occurrence,while the Westerngroupyields low correlations with hierarchyand pitch height, and high correlationswith occurrence.The patternsof correlationsfor the othercontextswereverysimilar
to thosepresentedhere.
In summary,the Westernand Kokar groups used the four identified
strategiesto similarextentsfor the majorandpelogcontexts,andthe Keker
1 group respondedsimilarlyto these groups for the major context and
somewhat similarlyfor the pelog context. The Keker2 group had high
correlationswith hierarchyand pitch height and low correlationswith
occurrencefor all of the contexts.Forthe slendrocontext,all of the Balinese
listenersshowed this pattern,while the Westernershad low correlations
with hierarchyandpitchheight,anda highcorrelationwith occurrence.
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Fig. 14. Correlations for each of the five groups with the occurrence, membership, hierarchy,
and pitch height strategies for the major (a), pelog 1 (b), and slendro 1 (c) contexts.
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TABLE 3

Regression Analyses of Diatonic Contexts
Occurrence

Major
West
Kokar
Kekerl
Keker2
Keker3
Minor
West
Kokar

AR2

Membership

AR2

Hierarchy

Ft

F2

<//=(l,9)

<//=(l,8)

.751
.590
.421
.058
.232

.156
.215
.188
.091
.000

.907
.805
.609
.149
.232

.000
.003
.000
.224
.116

.907
.808
.609
.373
.348

15.10**
9.92*
4.33
.96
.00

.00
.13
.00
2.86
1.42

.627
.613

.256
.180

.883
.793

.070
.041

.953
.834

19.69**
7.83*

11.91**
1.98

note. */?<. 05; **/?<. 01.

Regression Analysis of AveragedProfiles. In order to ascertain the impor-

tanceof eachof the majorstrategiesthat we haveidentifiedin the obtained
rating profiles, we performedseveralhierarchicalregressions.When do
listeners'ratingsreflecta structureor schemethatis not explicitlypresentin
the stimuluscontexts?Wereasonedthatif ratingsweregivenon the basisof
context cues alone, the profileswould most closely match the patternof
tone occurrencesin the context melody.Additionalinformationabout the
scaleof the contextwould be necessaryto representscalemembership.We
presumethat the hierarchyof tonal functionsthat we have identifiedfor
Westernlistenersusing diatoniccontexts requiresthat the listenerfirstbe
able to distinguishscale from nonscale tones. Thus, with respectto the
varianceof the ratingsaccountedfor, we seek firstthe portionattributable
to the numberof times each of the probe tones occurredin the context
melody,then the increaseover that portionattributableto membershipin
the musicalscalefor thatcontext,andfinallythe increaseoverthatattributableto thepresumedtonalhierarchyforthatcontext.Sinceall of theslendro
tones are used in the slendrocontexts,we only test the increasedue to the
use of hierarchyabove and beyond tone occurrencefor those contexts.
Hierarchicalregression(asopposedto a simplecorrelationalanalysisof the
profiles)enables us to obtain independentestimatesof the use of each
strategydespitecorrelationsbetweenthe profilespredictedby thesestrategies.
The regressionresults for the diatonic major and minor contexts are
presentedin Table3. Beloweachof thethreestrategies- occurrences,mem- we give the proportionof varianceaccountedfor
bership,and hierarchy
(R2)by thatstrategytogetherwith thoseto its left. Ineachcolumnbetween,
we givetheincreasein varianceaccountedfor dueto the additionof the next
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strategy included in the regression. In the last two columns we give the
appropriate F statistic (Wonnacott &cWonnacott, 1981, p. 184) for adding
membership (Ft) and for adding hierarchy (F2).The corresponding degrees
of freedom are given at the tops of these last two columns. For the major
context, the use of number of occurrences of the tones in the context melody
accounts for significant portions of the variance of the ratings for the Western, Kokar conservatory, and Keker 1 group of villagers {R2 = .751, .590,
.421, respectively). When membership is added into the regression equation, there is a significant increase in variance accounted for for all three of
these groups. For the Western listeners, the increase was .156, F(l,
9) = 15.10, p < .01. The increase of .215 for the Kokar listeners, although
a larger increase, was less significant [JF(
1,9) = 9.92, p < .05]. The Keker 1
=
R2
which
increased
.188
to
.609
was, however, only marginally
group
significant [F(1,9) = 4.33, p = .065]. The other two Kekergroups did not
achieve a significant increase in variance explained. Beyond occurrence
frequency and membership, the addition of hierarchy (from Krumhansl &c
Kessler, 1982) did not yield a significant increase for any of the groups of
listeners. This result is interesting in light of the results we have previously
found. Trained Western listeners seem to give ratings following major contexts that do represent hierarchy beyond scale membership. The present
departure from this pattern can perhaps be accounted for by the tonally
ambiguous nature of this context, which instantiates A minor as well as C
major.
In agreement with this conclusion, a clearer picture emerges from the
regression analysis for the less ambiguous minor context. The R2values are
once again significant for both the Western and the Kokar listeners for all
three regressions. The increase in variance when membership is added to
occurrence (AR2 = .256) is larger and more significant for the Western
group [F(l, 9) = 19.69, p < .01] than the increase (.180) for the Kokar
group [F(l, 9) = 7.83, p < .05]. When hierarchy is added into the regression, in contrast to results for the major context, there is a larger and
significant increase for the Westerngroup [.070, F(1,8) = 11.91, p < .01],
but not for the Kokar group [.041, F(l, 8) = 1.98, p > .10]. In agreement
with previously reported results, this implies that when a diatonic context is
clearly instantiated, the hierarchy of tonal functions for the key is present in
the ratings in addition to the information about the number of occurrences
of each tone in the context and whether the probe tone belongs to the
context scale.
The analogous regression results for the pelog contexts are presented in
Table 4. For the pelog 1 context, the occurrences strategy accounts for the
results of the Western and Kokar listeners fairly well (R2 = .792 and .823).
The increase in variance accounted for once scale membership is added,
however, is much more significant for the Western [.199, F(l, 4) = 88.44,
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TABLE 4

Regression Analyses of Pelog Contexts
Occurrence AR2

Pelog1
West
Kokar
Kekerl
Keker2
Keker3
Pelog2
West
Kokar
Pelog3
West
Kokar
Kekerl
Keker2
Keker3

Membership AR2

Hierarchy

Fx

F2

<tf=(l,4)

<tf=(l,3)

.792
.823
.453
.002
.200

.199
.098
.120
.080
.028

.991
.921
.573
.082
.228

.003
.004
.119
.158
.223

.994
.925
.692
.240
.451

88.44**
4.96
1.12
.35
.15

1.50
.16
1.16
.62
1.22

.787
.619

.041
.333

.828
.952

.011
.016

.839
.968

.95
27.75**

.20
1.50

.585
.755
.303
.139
.217

.226
.162
.578
.155
.056

.811
.917
.881
.294
.273

.007
.007
.000
.283
.321

.818
.924
.881
.577
.594

4.78
7.81*
19.43*
.88
.31

.12
.28
.00
2.03
2.37

note. *p< .05;**/?< .01.

p < .01] than for the Kokar listeners [.098, F(l, 4) = 4.96, p < .10]. The
increase for the Kekerlisteners was even less significant. All of the increases
when hierarchy was added (though again largest for Keker 1) were small
and not significant. These results agree with those from the major context.
One might expect, however, that as with the Western listeners for the Western contexts, the Balinese listeners would show greater increases in variance
explained than the Westernerswhen the membership and hierarchy strategies were included for the Balinese contexts. This is in fact what we see for
the remaining four Balinese contexts.
The pelog 2 and 3 results are reversed from the patterns found for the
diatonic contexts. For the pelog 2 context, there is a greater increase in
explained variance due to membership for the Kokar [.333, JF(1,
4) = 27.75, p < .01] than there is for the Western listeners [.041, f (1,
4) = .95, p > .10]. The increases when the hierarchy strategy is added,
although small and not significant, are greater for the Kokar listeners. For
the pelog 3 context the increase in variance accounted for when scale membership is added to the regression is significant for the Kokar [F(l,
4) = 7.81, p<. 05] and the Kekerl groups [F(l, 4) = 19.43, p < .05] but
falls short of significance for the Western listeners [F(l, 4) = 4.78,
p = .094]. As for pelog 1 and 2, all of the increases in variance accounted
for when hierarchy is added were small and non-significant for the pelog 3
context. The most plausible explanation for these findings, and the findings
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TABLE5

Regression Analyses of Slendro Contexts
Occurrence

Slendro1
West
Kokar
Kekerl
Keker2
Keker3
Slendro2
West
Kokar

AR2

Hierarchy

F
df = (1,2)

.303
.088
.285
.705
.009

.107
.506
.575
.007
.812

.410
.594
.869
.712
.821

.36
2.49
8.21
.05
9.07

.682
.062

.248
.811

.930
.873

7.09
12.77

fromthepelog 1 context,is thattheWesternerssometimesusedbothoccurrence frequenciesand scale membershipin makingtheir ratings,but the
modelfor tonalhierarchythatwe use for thepelogcontexts(gongtonethen
otherscaletones then nonscaletones)is not an adequaterepresentationof
the structuralrelationshipsinternalizedby theBalineselisteners.
Fortheslendrocontexts,Table5 showsresultsthatcloselyresemblethose
fromthe pelog 2 and 3 contexts.Insteadof showingincreasesas a resultof
includingscalemembership,increasesarisefromthe additionof hierarchy,
whichdistinguishesthe gong tone fromthe otherslendroscaletones.However,the numberof degreesof freedomare small and none of the F ratios
achievesignificance.The patternof increasesin varianceneverthelesssuggests that the Balineselistenersused the hierarchystrategybeyondoccurrencefrequencyin the context. For the slendro 1 context, thereare large
increasesinR2fortheKokar[.506,F(l,2) = 2.49,/? = .26], Kekerl [.575,
P(l, 2) = 8.21, p = .10], and Keker3 [.812, P(l, 2) = 9.07, p < .10]
groups.All threeof thesegroupsusedthe strategyof occurrencefrequencies
negligibly,whereasthe Westerngroup'sprofilehad a moderatecorrelation
(r = .551) with this variable.Forthe slendro2 context,the Westerngroup
seemedto use mostly the strategyof occurrencefrequencies(R2 = .682),
with only a slightproportionof varianceexplainedby the use of hierarchy
[.248, F(l,2) = 7.09,p = .12]. TheKokargroup,however,hasa largeand
marginallysignificantincreasein R2when hierarchyis addedto the regression [.811, F(l, 2) = 12.77,/? < .10], Theseresultssupportthe notionthat
of themusic
musicallytrainedindividualshaveinternalizeda representation
of theirown culturethatis independentof theparticularcontextpresented.
Follow-upStudy
Severalmonthsafterthe initialtestingat the remotevillageof Keker,a
follow-upstudywas run.The stimulusmaterialsincludedthe minor,pelog
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2, and slendro2 contextswhich had not beenpreviouslyused at Keker.In
addition, a revised, unambiguousmajor key context and an ascending
major scale context were tested. Twelveof the 27 originallistenersperformedthe task- 7 were from group 1 (tonalhierarchy)and 5 were from
group2 (pitchheight).In the hope of uncoveringresponsestrategiesother
thanpitchheight,Shepard's(1964, see also Krumhansl,Bharucha,& Kescirculartones were used for the melodic
sler, 1982) computer-generated
contextsin thisexperiment.
As expected, none of the listenersconsistentlyused the pitch height
strategyfor all of the contexts. For the Balinesecontexts, the averaged
responseprofilescloselymatchedthose fromthe Kokarlisteners.The correlationbetweenthe profilesfromthe two Balinesegroupswas .82 and .89
for the pelog 2 and slendro2 contexts,respectively.This suggeststhat the
Kekerlistenersusedthe strategiesof tone occurrenceandscalemembership
for the pelog contexts, and tone occurrenceand hierarchyfor the slendro
contextsin both the earlierstudyandin thisfollow-upstudy.
Theresultsforthe diatoniccontextsin thisfollow-upstudyareevenmore
suggestivethat contextsthat clearlyinstantiatea Westernmusicalkey can
(whenstrategiessuchas pitchheightareminimized)causelistenerswithout
previousexposureto Westernmusicto inducethetonalschemaof a diatonic
key. For the ascendingmajor scale context, the correlationbetween the
profileof probe tones in the octave above the scale and scale membership
was only .06, whereasthe correlationbetweenthe profileandthe hierarchy
of tonal functions(Krumhansl& Kessler,1982) was .53. Similarly,for the
revisedmajorkeycontext,correlationswith theprobe-toneprofilewere.45
forthe numberof timeseachof the chromatictonesoccurredin the context,
.34 for membershipin the C majorscale,and .54 for the hierarchyof tonal
functions.A similarpatternwas seen for the minorcontext. Correlations
with the minor profilewere .21 for tone occurrence,.39 for minor scale
membership,and.73 for minorkeytonalhierarchy.
General Discussion

Multidimensionalscalingandregressionanalysesof the obtainedratings
indicatedthe following.In both cultures,groupsof listenersgave patterns
of probetone ratingsthat differentiallyreflectedtheiruse of the following
responsestrategies:a hierarchyof tonal functions(roughlycorresponding
to the Westernmusic-theoretichierarchyof tonic, dominant,etc.); scale
membership;pitch height (roughlycorrespondingto the psychophysical
dimensionof log frequency); thenumberof timeseachof the tonesoccurred
in the context melody; and for some Balinesevillagers,other, seemingly
nonsystematicfactors.In general,the use of the tonal hierarchyand scale
membershipresponsestrategieswereusedto a greaterextentwhen a group
of listenerswas familiarwith the scalesunderlyingthe context. The tonal
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hierarchy, when it arose in response to Balinese as well as to Western
contexts, exhibited essentially the same pattern for listeners from each of
the cultures, suggesting that such tonal hierarchies may reflect a human
cognitive universal. There was less variation among both Western and Balinese groups of listeners when they heard contexts based on music of their
own culture, and more within-group variation to unfamiliar contexts, indicating that cultural learning also has an appreciable effect. The factor of
pitch height (which in Western listeners has previously been found to be
strongest for those with the least musical background) arose most strongly
for the Balinese listeners with the least exposure to Western music. The
Western listeners appear to have had the least success in abstracting the
tonal hierarchy from the slendro contexts, perhaps because of the almost
equal spacing in pitch of the tones in the slendro scale.1
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